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Nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer remains a very costly cancer to manage because of high recurrence rates requiring long-
term surveillance and treatment. Emerging evidence suggests that adjunct and concurrent use of hyperthermia with intravesical
chemotherapy after transurethral resection of bladder tumor further reduces recurrence risk and progression to advanced disease.
Hyperthermia has both direct and immune-mediated cytotoxic effect on tumor cells including tumor growth arrest and activation
of antitumor immune system cells and pathways. Concurrent heat application also acts as a sensitizer to intravesical chemotherapy
agents. As such the ability to deliver hyperthermia to the focus of tumor while minimizing damage to surrounding benign
tissue is of utmost importance to optimize the benefit of hyperthermia treatment. Existing chemohyperthermia devices that
allow for more localized heat delivery continue to pave the way in this effort. Current investigational methods involving heat-
activated drug delivery selectively to tumor cells using temperature-sensitive liposomes also offer promising ways to improve
chemohyperthermia efficacy in bladder cancer while minimizing toxicity to benign tissue. This will hopefully allow more
widespread use of chemohyperthermia to all bladder cancer patients, including metastatic bladder cancer.

1. Introduction

The lifetime risk of bladder cancer is 2.4% for all people
born in the United States, and bladder cancer is the 4th
most prevalentmalignancy in Americanmen [1].Worldwide,
urothelial bladder cancer is the 4th most common cancer,
with the disproportionate amount of cases in European and
North American countries [2]. The three broad categories of
bladder cancer based on management goals and prognosis
are nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC), muscle
invasive bladder cancer (MBC), and metastatic bladder
cancer. About 75% of all bladder cancers diagnosed are
NMIBC, with over 50% of these recurring after transurethral
resection of the bladder tumor (TURBT) [2]. Due partly to
this high recurrence rate requiring repeat surveillance and
intervention, bladder cancer is the most expensive cancer to
treat (on a per-patient basis) from diagnosis to death [3].

While complete TURBT is the mainstay of therapy,
treatment goals for NMIBC also include a focus on recur-
rence reduction and progression prevention [4]. Adjuncts

such as intravesical chemotherapy (IVC) and intravesical
immunotherapy such as Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG)
are frequently utilized in order to reduce the probability
of disease recurrence. A single dose of postoperative IVC
administered within 24 hours of TURBT has been shown to
reduce the recurrence rate by ∼30% [5]. In addition, induc-
tion (weekly installations for 6weeks) andmaintenance (peri-
odic instillations) intravesical therapies have been shown
to reduce recurrence and progression events. Unfortunately,
these intravesical regimens are often inadequate and a large
proportion of patients with NMIBC will recur despite their
usage, leaving substantial room for improvement.

The addition of heat, or hyperthermia (HT), is one
strategy that has been utilized as an adjunct to improve the
efficacy of intravesical therapies [6].The use of hyperthermia
as a treatment for cancer is not new and dates back to the
work of Coley [7, 8]. HT has a wide variety of biological
effects and herein we review the role of HT as a treatment
for bladder cancer, focusing on its role as an adjunct to
intravesical therapy.
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2. Mechanism of Action of Hyperthermia

The human body has several autonomic mechanisms of
regulating body temperature to ranges suitable to normal
functioning. These include sweating and active precapillary
vasodilation against heat stimuli and shivering and vasocon-
striction against cold stimuli [9]. The metabolic processes of
the body serve as the main internal heat generation sources.
Normal thermoregulatory response begins when sensory
receptors on skin surface or core body organs are activated
at their appropriate temperature thresholds.The information
is integrated along its pathway to the hypothalamus, themain
thermoregulatory center. Efferent thermoregulatory response
from the hypothalamus is sent to appropriate effector body
organs to activate necessary response to achieve temperature
homeostasis [9]. The effect of heat on both normal body cell
function and on cancerous cells varies based on the degree of
HT as summarized in Figure 1 [10]. It is worth mentioning
that this thermoregulatory response to external source of
hyperthermia is different from physiologic hyperthermia
(i.e., fever), which is induced by the thermoregulatory centers
of the brain in response to immune system stimuli such as
interleukin-1 (IL-1), as a result of infection or other immune
modulatory triggers.

2.1. Direct Cytotoxic Effects of Hyperthermia. HT has cyto-
toxic effects on tumor cells via several mechanisms includ-
ing improved antitumor immunity (discussed later) and
by direct cytotoxic effects. The first phase of direct killing
is characterized by linear growth arrest, which is typified
by decreased RNA (brief) and DNA (prolonged) synthesis
specifically at the S phase but also by a slowed M phase of
the cell cycle [11–13]. The G

1
and G

2
phases are relatively

protected secondary to temperature-dependent heat shock
protein (HSP) expression [14]. Since tumor cells achieved
their rapidly dividing state by circumventing apoptotic path-
ways and halting cell cycle arrest mechanisms, the reversion
to a slower cell division allows for apoptotic mechanisms
to kill tumor cells. This phase of direct cytotoxicity occurs
between 40∘Cand 43∘Cand is reversiblewith heatwithdrawal
(Figure 1). Additionally, heat interferes with the cell’s ability
to repair damaged proteins resulting from chemotherapy
or radiation treatment, which is believed to play a key
role in triggering apoptotic pathways. Deficiencies in DNA
repair mechanisms become evident as early as 40∘C and
continue with higher temperatures [15]. Above 43∘C, a dose-
and duration-dependent irreversible and exponential growth
arrest occurs [16]. This phase is characterized by cell mem-
brane disruption and transmembrane and cellular protein
denaturation, cellular architectural distortion, and ultimately,
necrotic and apoptotic pathway activation.

2.2. Immune System Adaptation to Hyperthermia. The ability
of the body to use fever range temperatures (39∘C–41∘C) to
aid immune system function against infections is well docu-
mented [17]. A more detailed review of HT on the immune
system is discussed elsewhere and the degree of immune
system activation is dependent on degree and duration of heat

applied [18]. Of interest to this discussion is the adaptation
that the immune system undergoes during high temperatures
to aid tumor cell killing, especially in temperatures ranging
from 38∘C to 43∘C as they are fever range temperatures that
are attainable in vivo. Dendritic cells, natural killers cells, and
phagocytes that play key roles in antitumor immune mecha-
nisms are all directly activated by hyperthermia. Heat shock
proteins (HSPs) chaperone tumor-related antigens released
from tumor cells as a result of chemotherapy, radiation, or
direct heat effect, to antigen presenting cells such as dendritic
cells. Dendritic cells subsequently present tumor antigens
to macrophages and cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes leading
to a release of proinflammatory and proapoptotic cytokines
and interleukins all geared toward increasing tumor cell
killing [19–22]. HSP expression is increased in hyperthermia,
further potentiating tumor killing when intracellular. When
in the extracellular space, HSP binds to the surface of tumor
cells to aid tumor identification by host immune system
cells [18]. Increased expression of intercellular adhesion
molecules (ICAMs) as a result of hyperthermia also leads
to increased lymphocyte trafficking to sites of tumor antigen
presence, thus aiding adaptive response to tumor cells [23]. In
addition, hyperthermia activates the innate immune system
by enhancing the ability of natural killer cells to target
tumor cells [24]. In vitro, temperatures above 43∘C can cause
paradoxical immunologic responses to those noted above,
but these responses are less interesting biologically since such
high temperatures are difficult to maintain in vivo [10, 24].
While hyperthermia has been shown to enhance the efficacy
of immunotherapy in a murine pulmonary metastasis model
[25], this combination has yet to be studied in bladder cancer.

2.3. Vascular Effects of Hyperthermia. One of the earliest
manifestations of hyperthermia on the vasculature is vasodi-
latation leading to increased blood supply to the bladder and
the tumors it may bear [26]. This effect plays an important
role in drug delivery to tumor sites and forms an important
component of the additive or possibly synergistic effect of
the concomitant use of hyperthermia with chemotherapy in
various human cancers. With sustained high temperatures,
however, the tumor blood supply decreases possibly due
to “steal” by normal cells as tumor cells have maximally
dilated vessels and highly vascularized at baseline compared
to normal tissue [27]. Another possible mechanism of this
decreased blood supply is direct endothelial cell damage
in vessels supplying tumors [28]. The consequence of the
decreased blood flow is hypoxia, which results in acidosis
and increased microvascular thrombosis leading to tumor
cell death.

3. Hyperthermia for Bladder Cancer

The rationale and eventually the use of hyperthermia as
adjunct to radiation therapy and chemotherapy for human
cancers have been in practice for decades. While this therapy
has been difficult to administer in the past due to technical
challenges of safely delivering heat, improvement in heat
delivery technology for urologic malignancies, especially
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Figure 1: Mechanisms of action of heat. Adapted from Rampersaud et al., 2010 [10]. NK = natural killer; IL = interleukin.

for prostate and bladder cancers, has led to a reemergence
of hyperthermia. Heat plays a role in causing cytotoxi-
city to tumors (additive effect), enhancing drug toxicity
to tumors (synergistic effect), and thermosensitization by
noncytotoxic drugs [37]. In the presence of hyperthermia,
chemotherapeutic agents may show improved efficacy (e.g.,
cyclophosphamide, cisplatin, doxorubicin, mitomycin C, and
gemcitabine), decreased efficacy (etoposide), or increased
sensitivity to heat (lidocaine, amphotericin B) in both in vitro
and in vivo studies [38–41]. The physiologic mechanism of
thermosensitization for radiation therapy has been discussed
elsewhere and is not the focus of this review [42, 43]. The
temporal relationship between heat and radiation applica-
tion seems to impact the effect; simultaneous application
leads to greatest thermosensitization effect with decreasing
effect as interval between the treatments increases [43]. In
clinical practice, hyperthermia is most frequently given after
radiotherapy, although all temporal relations are employed
depending on physician preference. Chemohyperthermia, on
the other hand, is often administered simultaneously [44].
While this is the common practice, the need to establish
the optimal administration of chemohyperthermia remains
highly desirable, as it may be dependent on degree and
duration of temperature and the specific chemotherapy agent.

3.1. Hyperthermia as Adjunct to Intravesical Chemotherapy.
Hyperthermia has been shown to increase cytotoxicity of
several agents used for IVC in bladder cancer cell line studies
as well as animal studies [40, 41, 45]. In these studies, heat was
shown to improve the absorption of agents such asmitomycin
C (MMC), the most commonly used chemotherapy agent

for C-HT, by the bladder wall [46], allowing for better drug
delivery to tumors that may otherwise have been missed
during TURBT.Clinically, even in the setting of postoperative
intravesical chemotherapy immediately after TURBT for
NMIBC, recurrence rates remain at about 37% [5], and
approximately 10% of these patients also experience disease
progression [47]. As such, intravesical C-HT for NMIBC and
bladder-preserving MIBC cohorts continues to be studied in
clinical trials at all phases with the goal focusing on reduction
in recurrence risk and prevention of progression.

Lammers et al. conducted a systemic review and meta-
analysis of 22 published and on-going clinical trials exam-
ining intravesical C-HT for NMIBC [6]. They found a 59%
reduction in recurrence rate for TURBT + chemohyperther-
mia compared to TURBT + chemotherapy alone (pooled RR
= 0.41, 95% CI = 0.29–0.58). This result was observed in both
short-term and long-term follow-up studies. Additionally,
therewas a reduced risk of progression to invasive disease and
higher bladder preservation rate for patients in the chemo-
hyperthermia group. In the only long-term (≥10 years) study
to date, superior 10-year disease-free survival and bladder
preservation were seen for chemo-hyperthermia versus IVC
alone (59% versus 15%, 𝑃 < 0.001) [48]. While the data
available is not definitive and needs replication, the evidence
seems to suggest that HT offers an additional benefit to
current clinical management methods. More studies are
needed to further examine not just the treatment benefits
for MMC alone but with other intravesical agents and
studies looking at the risks, limitations to hyperthermia
treatment implementation, and better-defined heat-delivery
mechanisms.
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4. Methods of Intravesical
Hyperthermia Delivery

Hyperthermia can be delivered either as a local, regional, or
whole body therapy as adjunct to oncologic care. In the case
of bladder cancer, there are several devices used to deliver
thermochemotherapy for NMIBC. Table 1 summarizes these
methods of heart delivery. The most commonly used heat
delivery system that is used in the clinical setting in conjunc-
tion with intravesical therapy is the Synergo system, which
is described in detail elsewhere [29]. Briefly, the Synergo
system delivers local HT in conjunction with IVC using a
915MHz intravesical radiofrequency (heat) energy applica-
tor. The applicator is located on a Foley catheter and delivers
hyperthermia to the bladder wall via direct irradiation to
achieve a controlled target temperature range between 41∘C
and 44∘C. The specially designed thermocouple-controlled
20 F treatment catheter helps deliver continuous pumping
out and reinstallation of cooled IVC into the bladder lumen,
thereby protecting the integrity of chemotherapeutic agent
while preventing heat-induced urethral injury.

The BSD-2000 is another hyperthermia delivery system
first used clinically in a phase III clinical trial as adjunct to
radiotherapy for pelvic tumors [30] and subsequently used
for high-risk bladder cancer part of a quadrimodal treatment
plan involving TURBT, radiation therapy, chemotherapy,
and hyperthermia [31].The BSD-2000 3D/PC-Hyperthermia
System can deliver deep regional hyperthermia using a 100 ±
2MHz radiofrequency Sigma Eye twenty-four array of dipole
antennas that surround the patient’s pelvic region as the
applicator. Bladder heating can equally well be obtained with
the Sigma-60 applicator operating between 75 and 120MHz.
IVC can be simultaneously delivered during hyperthermia
treatment. Bladder temperature is measured with a thermis-
tor inserted into the bladder lumen via a Foley catheter and
a target temperature range of 40–45∘C can be achieved. Once
optimal temperature range is achieved, it is maintained for
the duration of C-HT treatment, which is usually 45–60min.

A commercial version of another deep regional hyper-
thermia system device by the company ALBA hyperthermia
system being used in Europe was unveiled at the 28th
Annual meeting for the European Society for Hyperthermic
Oncology (ESHO 2013) in Munich, Germany. This device
uses the single ring four waveguide, 70MHz 2D AMC-4
systems, or the double ring eight waveguide, 70MHz 3D
AMC-8 systems to deliver regional hyperthermia to tissue
[32–34]. While the 3D system has been shown to deliver
hyperthermia to tissues better than the 2D version [34], their
clinical effect is similar.

Bladder wall thermochemotherapy (BWT) by Elmedical
is new system designed for heating intravesical agents. BWT
delivers uniform conductive heat calibrated to 44.5∘C to the
bladder via a UniThermia 18-French flexible catheter, which
continuously circulates heated agents in the bladder lumen.
This system has the advantage over the other radiofrequency
systems, of having no hot and cold spots and hence no
burning of outer bladder wall.

The Sonotherm 1000 is a sixteen-sector ultrasound
hyperthermia applicator system that delivers locoregional

controlled 42-43∘C heat to an adjustable, defined, region
where tumor is located [35, 36]. Two frequencies, 1MHz
and 3.4MHz, permit treatment of tumors at different depths.
While the Sonotherm has not been studied extensively for
bladder applications, it is an FDA approved device for the
delivery of deep tumor hyperthermia.

These and possible future methods of chemohyperther-
mia (discussed below) offer promising advantage in better
application of HT and continually evolve to minimize the
risks of injury to benign tissue and surrounding organ
systems.

5. Temperature-Sensitive Intravesical
Drug Delivery

With the available and continuously emerging data pointing
toward an added benefit to hyperthermia as adjunct to IVC,
the logical next step will have to include optimization of
heat-assisted targeted drug delivery to the bladder. One such
technique currently under study that offers very interesting
prospect is nanomedicine liposomes. Nanomedicine lipo-
somes can be used as protective carriers of chemotherapeutic
agents, allowing minimized drug clearance in the blood-
stream and nonspecific uptake, hence maximized delivery
to target areas. This technology is employed clinically for
therapeutic purposes in various infections, ophthalmologic
pathologies, and some cancers [49, 50].

A second-generation liposome-mediated drug delivery
explores stimulus-responsive liposomes (SRLs) for better
localization as well as control of drug delivery, further min-
imizing systemic toxicities. A type of SRLs is temperature-
sensitive liposomes (TSLs), which are showing significant
improvements to the drug release rates and drug uptake in
heated tumors in on-going studies. The mechanism of TSLs
is believed to result from the opening of the hydrophilic
liposomal pores at the solid (organized)/liquid (disorga-
nized) interface allowing preferential extravasation drug-
loaded liposomes into already leaky tumor blood vessel walls
(secondary to heat, as discussed above) and subsequent
heat-triggered drug release [50, 51]. While it may be drug-
and polymer type-dependent, pharmacokinetic and tissue
distribution studies have identified the optimal temperature
for maximal delivery to be 41∘C-42∘C [52], which is well
within the temperature ranges used for clinical intravesical
chemohyperthermia for bladder cancer. In vivo validation
studies for TSLs continue to show promising results includ-
ing higher localization of drug in tumor-bearing tissue
and higher concentrations of chemotherapy in tumor cells
compared to surrounding benign cells [53–56]. With recent
studies showing intravascular dominance of drug release by
TSLs [57], hyperthermia via all the mechanisms discussed
above could potentially increase the therapeutic effectiveness
of TSLs. A liposomal formulation of TSLs has been developed
pharmaceutically and marketed by Celsion under the trade
name ThermoDOX. A phase I/II clinical trial combining
ThermoDOX and hyperthermia for breast cancer (DIGNITY
trial) is currently underway [58, 59]. Another clinical trial
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Table 1: Methods of intravesical hyperthermia delivery.

Device Delivery
method Summary Advantage References

Synergo system Local
Thermocouple-controlled Foley catheter delivers
HT (41–44∘C) by direct irradiation to IVC in
bladder at 915MHz.

Targeted delivery, minimal
surrounding tissue injury [29]

BSD-2000 system Regional
24-array dipole antennas around the pelvis
delivers HT (40–45∘C) to bladder containing IVC
at 70–120MHz.

Can be used
simultaneously with
chemotherapy or radiation.

[30, 31]

AMC4/AMC8 system Regional
Single/double ring of four/eight 70MHz
waveguides delivery HT (40–45∘C) to pelvic
region

Can be used
simultaneously with
chemotherapy or radiation.

[32–34]

BWT system Local A 18-French flexible Foley continuously circulates
heated (44.5∘C) IVC to bladder

No hot or cold spots and
hence no burning of outer
bladder wall

Sonotherm 1000 Regional
16-sector 1MHz or 3.4MHz ultrasound applicator
system delivers locoregional 42-43∘C heat to
tumors.

Adjustable frequency
applicators allow depth of
heat

[35, 36]

currently under consideration (NCT01640847 on clinicaltri-
als.gov) involves the use of TSLs for pain palliation in bone
metastases. Result from these and other future studies will
pave way for further understanding the second-generation
liposomal therapy strategies in different clinical settings,
including bladder cancers. As more chemotherapeutic agents
continue to be loaded into nanomedicine liposomes, intrav-
esical chemotherapeutic agents for bladder cancer may be
tested. This could expand the role for chemohyperthermia in
bladder cancer management from its current use in patients
with NMIBC, to include patients with advanced disease.

6. Conclusion

The pathogenesis of fever and subsequently the effect of
hyperthermia in the management of tumors have been
well studied since the beginning of the 20th century. The
mechanisms of heat on improving immune system control
of cancer, having direct cytotoxic effect on tumor cells, and
improving efficacy of radiation and chemotherapy in the
cancer management have been studied and continue to be
explored. In bladder cancer, there is increasing evidence
that hyperthermia can improve the delivery of intravesical
chemotherapy and result in better treatment outcomes. The
major limitation of hyperthermia as adjunct therapy to cancer
management has been the toxicity to normal, unaffected
tissue. Thus directing heat delivery to target tissue has been
the driving force for development of regional and even local
heat delivery devices based on the location of tumors. And
the promise of heat-activated drug delivery selectively to
tumor cells using temperature-sensitive liposomes suggests
an even brighter future toward minimizing side effects of
hyperthermia treatments. This could lead to an increasing
role of hyperthermia managing bladder cancer to include
metastatic disease, as opposed to the current use only in
patients with NMIBC.
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